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US Futures-World Markets: It’s has been a painful sell-off for the S&P from 3550, but let’s have a little 
perspective. The entire WORLD shut down for three months and we are still UP for the year. My kids haven’t 
hugged their grandparents since February and the S&P has made money YTD. Still plenty of uncertainty 
ahead of us, but wanted to point out some positives after a rough week. Another sign 2020 is an insane year? 
Tupperware, yes that Tupperware is +233% YTD after blowout earnings. Nasdaq futures trade higher with 
S&P futures flat ahead of the opening bell. Europe is lower after surrendering early gains. We continue to 
drink from the fire hose of earnings. Facebook (+3% pre-market), Amazon , Google (refuse to call it Alphabet) 
all report after the close. Third-quarter GDP published at 8:30am. Forecast is for annualized growth of more 
than 30% (see charts below). This was after a 30% decline in Q2, but expect plenty of Trump tweets taking a 
victory lap. Weekly initial claims out at the same time. Estimate is for 775k with continuing claims dropping 
below 8 million. Oil prices fell 3% on demand concerns. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: -1.30, 10-Yr Yield: 
0.781%. 
 
CORE Headlines: 

 Supreme Court allows Pennsylvania to accept mail-in ballots three days after the election and allows 
North Carolina to accept mail-in ballots nine days after the election.-NYT  

 The U.S. economy likely experienced record growth in the third quarter as more than $3 trillion in 
federal pandemic relief spending fueled historic consumer spending, but the deep scars from the 
COVID-19 recession could take a year or more to heal.-Reuters 

 LVMH will pay slightly less to acquire Tiffany after the two companies agreed to end a bitter dispute 
triggered by the COVID-19 pandemic and salvage the luxury sector's biggest-ever deal.-Reuters 

 House Speaker Nancy Pelosi said the coronavirus relief plan she has been negotiating with the White 
House could morph in the lame-duck session of Congress, absent any formal agreement on details 
and shifting incentives for both parties after the election.-WSJ 

 Seniors and people in private health-insurance plans are among those who won’t be charged for 
getting a coronavirus vaccine under a federal rule designed to ensure that as many people as possible 
get vaccinated.-WSJ 

 A new Trump admin proposal would require visa applicants to submit their fingerprints and possibly 
other biometric information to be entered into a new database before they are permitted to submit 
applications online.-WSJ 

 US states face the biggest cash crisis since the great depression because of a drop in income and sales 
tax that has led to a total shortfall experts say is in the hundreds of millions of dollars—the projected 
gaps are greater than 2019’s K-12 education budget for every state combined.-WSJ 

 The mayor of Newark, New Jersey—the state’s largest city—ordered a shutdown amid a growing 
number of coronavirus cases; governor Philip Murphy has so far avoided such targeted shutdowns, 
but said he supports the steps Baraka was taking.-NYT 

 The 2020 election has broken records to become the most expensive in American history, with the 
final tally for White House, Senate, and House races expected to hit nearly $14B, according to new 
projections made by the Center for Responsive Politics.-NYT 
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 AAPL: Advertising firms and publishers filed a complaint with France’s competition authority, arguing 
that privacy changes the tech giant plans to roll out in 2021 that require users to opt in to being 
tracked are anticompetitive.-WSJ 

 NYC mayor Bill de Blasio told Major League Baseball that he opposed the idea of hedge-fund 
billionaire Steve Cohen buying the team and would be using his oversight power of the Citi Field lease 
to prevent the sale from being finalized.-NYP (This mayor is really a piece of work.) 

 Documents revealed in a court case involving SoftBank show that chief Masayoshi Son told an 
executive in charge of the company’s WeWork investment to “use whatever excuse” possible to 
postpone a payment of up $3B to shareholders.-FT 

 Dr. Anthony Fauci says coronavirus vaccine will not be available until January.-Bloomberg 
 More than 16M voters who did not cast a ballot in 2016 have already voted this year, a sign that 

record-high enthusiasm in November’s elections will lead to an unprecedented turnout across the 
country.-TheHill 

 
Interesting Reads/Charts: 

 Johns Hopkins: Dog training methods help teach robots to learn new tricks https://bit.ly/35Lt99Y 
Creepy 

 RIA Intel: Jeremy Siegel Q&A. He makes the case for value stocks https://bit.ly/3kBNKnn  
 Atlassian: Research-backed practices that strengthen your emotional resilience 

https://bit.ly/3e5J8DA  
 YouTube: Martin Short skit doing Jerry Lewis https://bit.ly/35CXCqE  (younger crowd should look up 

both Jerry Lewis) 
 
Charts from The Daily Shot: 
 
Traditional risk mitigation/hedging strategies weren’t very effective on Wednesday for US investors. 

• Treasuries didn’t budge. (performed like cash under a mattress) 
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Gold sold off. 
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• Utilities lost almost as much as the broader market. 
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• Global diversification was helpful at the margin, but the dollar’s rise diminished the effect of international markets’ 
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outperformance. 

 
 
some equity factors. 

• Small caps: 
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• Momentum: 
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• Quality: 
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What should we expect from the Q3 GDP report? 

• The Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model shows a 37% increase. 

 
Source: @AtlantaFed   Read full article    
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• Morgan Stanley’s forecast is also at 37%. 

 
Source: Morgan Stanley Research    
  

• The rebound does not reverse the Q1 and Q2 losses, according to Pantheon Macroeconomics. 

 
Source: Pantheon Macroeconomics    
  
Over the past few months, manufacturing has been getting a boost from housing and automobile demand (helping 
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many of the supporting industries). 

 
Source: @WSJ   Read full article    
  
For example, Ford’s Q3 results topped analysts’ expectations. 

 

Source: @markets   Read full article    
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Mortgage applications to purchase a house remain robust. 
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This chart shows the recovery in job postings on Indeed by wage tier. 
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Technicals suggest that gold is overbought. 

 
Source: Longview Economics    

Bitcoin failed to break resistance (just below $14k). 
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COVID-19 symptoms vs. cold and flu: 
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Source: The Guardian   Read full article    
  

 
 
 
Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting or other professional expert advice. 
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not 
indicative of future results. 
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